
Mrs. Dahlheimer’s Weekly Newsletter

January 10-14, 2022

Get ready to learn:

Religion

*The Mass

Language Arts

*Reading:

-Lesson of the Story

-Finding the Lesson

-Key Details

*Writing:

-Begin Cursive

*Grammar:

-Ending Punctuation

*Phonics/Spelling:

-R-controlled Sounds

Math

*2-digit numbers with and

without regrouping

*One and two step word

problems

Social Studies

*Geography - Maps

A Peek at Our Week:

Monday 10

*Mass

*Library

Tuesday 11

*Art

*Music

Wednesday 12

All School Mass

*PE
(wear PE uniforms)

Thursday 13

*PE
(wear PE uniforms)

*Spanish

Friday 14

*Computer

*Unit 8 Homework
Packet Due &
Assessment



Special Notes & Reminders:

*Please remember to send a full water bottle and snack with your child daily.

*As we continue to work towards improving addition and subtraction skills, it is important

and always beneficial to practice math facts at home in addition to school.   Doing Xtra

Math and repetition through the use of flashcards are ways you can practice at home

with your student.  Setting aside just 10 minutes a day or even a few times a week is

always helpful!

*Unit 8 Homework packets are due Friday, January 14. As a reminder, as we move

into third quarter and the second part of the year and continue to prepare for third

grade and some of the expectations that come with moving forward, rewards will no

longer be given for completing homework packets. As stated previously, homework

packets are still optional, but also still highly encouraged to help reinforce skills

learned in class.  Please remember to TURN PACKETS IN ON THE DAY THEY ARE

DUE.  We work on the lessons and skills reinforced in these packets up until the day

of the assessment.  Trying to complete the packets early, before the skills have

been fully learned, may be more difficult.

*We will begin cursive this week!  The kiddos are usually very excited and look forward

to this!

Have a wonderful week!


